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Placement Brochure
It is with immense pleasure, BIET extends you a most cordial invitation to participate in the Campus Recruitment Programme.
Bapuji Institute of Engineering and Technology

Affiliated to Visvesvaraya Technological University, Approved by AICTE New Delhi.

Fully accredited UG & PG Courses in Engineering, PhD.

Competent, dynamic, dedicated and committed faculty.

On campus Hostel Facilities for both girls and boys.
Facts about BIET

- Recognized as “Reputed Scientific Institute” by NRCD (National River Conservation Directorate)
- Recognized as “Advanced Partnership & Model College” across the country by INFOSYS.
- One among the top ten engineering colleges in the state of Karnataka.
- Top most engineering college in the central part of Karnataka state.
- State-of-art infrastructure facilities in the College & Department Labs. Highly qualified teaching faculty and supporting staff.
- Excellent environment for teaching and learning process.
- Average result is more than 95%.
- More than 75% of eligible students are placed during last five years.
- Recognized research centers and high quality research activities.
Courses offered at BIET


Master of Computer Applications

Ph.D. in 13 disciplines
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Training and Placement Cell

**Vision**

“To consistently provide multi-talented technically competent young professionals blended with positive approach and ethical values who can effectively shoulder the task of building vibrant India”

**Mission**

“Working as a unified team, we contribute to the growth and development of our students by imparting a broad based education and enabling them to achieve their professional goals”.

BIET has been in the forefront of activities bringing both corporate and companies close to the campus and encouraging them to establish facilities to cater to the needs of both students and faculty.

The Training & Placement Cell in the institute plays a pivotal role in counseling and guiding the students for their successful career placement which is a crucial interface between the stages of completion of academic program of the students and their entry into suitable employment.
• Spread over 65 acres, BIET’s lush green campus provides the most conducive atmosphere for a complete development of an individual.

Our main focus is to groom students who - have a positive attitude, leadership qualities, are morally strong, technically competent, and are good team players.

The industry–institute interface at BIET is quite strong and as a result, the students are exposed to live problems of the industry and are aware of the ‘culture’ of the industry.

• A holistic Training module is adapted to enable the students to meet the requirements of ever changing demands of the industry. Specialized training in mathematical ability, aptitude skills, analytical skills, language skills, technical skills relevant to their specialization in addition to, online placement mock tests are being regularly conducted.
• The recruitment training is conducted by professionals from in-house resources as well as professional trainers from the corporate world.

• Industrial exposure to students by arranging frequent industrial visits and conducting workshops and seminars by industrial experts.

• Under one roof, companies can get students with different specialization.

• BIET Alumni have excelled in their profession and are in responsible positions in multinational companies spread across the globe. They are also holding key positions in many reputed companies in India.
Training Programs-on going.

- **Feel Employable –Personality Development Program for Pre-final year students**.
  - A comprehensive training program on Aptitude Related Placement Assessments is conducted for pre-final B.E students and pre-final MCA students every year by Prof. Tharappan, AIM INSIGHTS, Mangalore.
  - The program mainly focuses on solving general and technical aptitude tests based on company's requirement.

- **Campus Placement Aptitude Cracker by FACE**.
  - Conducting Mock/Simulated exercises on continuous basis for Pre-final students in Aptitude, Technical Skills and HR interviews and aptitude test cracker practice.

- **Infosys Campus Connect Program**.
  - Soft Skills
  - Foundation Program

- **IBM Training and Certification on Latest IBM Tools**.
Many reputed national and multinational companies visit our institute for campus recruitment annually because of our high quality research, excellent infrastructure and talented students.

On an average, 75 to 80% of eligible students have been placed in different companies in last 3 years.

Students of BIET are well trained and highly motivated to face the live challenges offered by the major IT companies like IBM and Infosys.

Students are winning prizes in the annual software development contests and coding contests conducted by leading IT companies.

In “The Great Mind Challenge -12” –Annual software development contest by IBM, Students of CS Department have won First Prize among six hundred teams across the country in the final evaluation phase.
Besides a hearty welcome, we provide companies with the following facilities:

- Large classrooms & halls for Pre-Placement Talks and Written Tests.
- Well furnished rooms in the Training & Placement Office for Group Discussions and Interviews.
- High-speed Internet connection.
- Faculty/Student volunteers for prompt action on the day of visit.
- About 200 students can take on-line test at a time.
- Arrangement for stay at BIET Silver line Guest House.
We are looking forward to a mutually beneficial and long lasting relationship with your esteemed organization.
Contact Details

Dr. S. Subrahmanya Swamy
Dean- Training & Placement

Training and Placement Cell,
Bapuji Institute of Engineering and Technology,
#325, Shamanur Road,
Davangere-577004.

E-mail: placement@bietdvg.edu
: drsssdvg@gmail.com

Mobile: 98804 10170
Telephone (o): 08192 221461
Fax: 08192